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LIFE OF THOS. E. WATSON
By His Grand-Daughter

GEORGIA WATSON LEE

CHAPTER X.

ADDRESS AT MERCER UNIVERSITY JUNE 29, 1886.

(Installment 2)

By the liar we mean lie who falsifies knowingly upon a matter material,

with a motive as black as his words. You will find them in every community,

hut you will find. also, that they are few, isolated and held in contempt. The

perjurer in all countries stands apart, branded, pilloried,

A real liar. towering in the eminence of his infamy. The ostracism

to which he is condemned shows that his crime is

unusual and shocks the moral sensibilities of mankind.

1 wish I had the time to enlarge upon this topic and show you what part

TRUTH plays in the drama of the world; to impress you that truth is the

hasi^ of the fame of the painter and sculptor, orator and poet, statesman and

philosopher; that institutions and laws, principles and creeds, all die with the

day or outlive the centuries just in proportion as they conform to or are op-

posed by the resistless power of truth.

Truth In the brief space allotted to me, I can give you

only the suggestions, follow them with candid reflection

and you will reach the conclusion that I most conscientiously hold—that so long

as the divinity of good bears down and makes subject the fiendishness of evil,

just so long will truth keep her foot upon the neck of falsehood.

Is there honesty! What is it that holds together the business and the

great commercial undertakings of the world? the vast web and woof of barter

and exchange, exports and imports? What is it that gives to verbal promise

the weight of gold and brings paper into equality with coin and, houses and

lands? Why do we intrust the savings of a life time to bonds not due for ten

or twenty or forty years? Why insure, deposit in banks, invest in stocks?

Why create agents, trustees, executors or guardians? Why should the present

redeem the pledges of the past as it does? Why should the present confide in

the honor of the future as it does? I see from the papers of the day that

France has asked for a loan on long time of 900,000,000 francs at 3%; in re-

sponse, the people have offered 2,700,000,000 francs. In

Confidence inspired by other words, the citizen of France living in a troublous

honesty. present, knowing that times may change and the govern-

ment change, is yet willing to put himself, his fortune

and his family in the keeping of the honesty of the future.

One bank cashier defaults and scoots for Canada and we cry out "depravity,

depravity". We forget the ten thousand cashiers whose integrity is and will

he as unshaken as a rock.*

A dozen politicians get smirched in some Broadway Rail Road swindle

or some Yazoo Fraud and again our lamentations rise and we deplore the

villainy which seems to stalk like a leper through public life, crying "unclean,

unclean!" We forget the countless hundreds of those whose walk even through

* If Mr. Watson were living today, he might not be less snre of cashiers, but his confidence

in banks might be somewhat shaken.
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the mire of politics is so lofty that friends admire and enemies dare not assail.

Democrat has to concede uprightness in Republican—Republican in Democrat;
and you know how strong the evidence has to be for this to happen. More
commonly the feeling is quite different.

But what Republican would be so blinded by hatred as to deny honesty
in Stephens and Toombs, Lamar and Davis? On the other hand, what Demo-
crat would feel that he did justice to the candor of his nature if he did not
bear testimony to the worth of Lincoln and Sumner, Conkling and Phelps?
Their names are synonyms of integrity, their records without stain.

And when we see honesty so conspicuous that even
Noble Democrats and among politicians its presence is unquestioned, we feel
noble Republicans. as we jo when we see the lilies lifting white faces from

slimy puddles or violets shrinking among brambles;
we feel that the seeds of beauty have been so bountifully scattered by the hands
of a gracious Providence that they bloom in spite of obstacles.

You see the vast fortune of the Rothchilds:* you trace it to its source
as you would the Mississippi—the monarch of rivers. With the river, we start

from the magnificent outlet and move on up-stream. We pass the Ohio bring-
ing royal tribute, the Missouri with its muddy tide, the Illinois, the Wisconsin,
the St. Croix, the Swan. We follow along the lessening stream growing
slender amid the northern woods—passing like a silver thread through a jeweled
circlet of lakes and our pleasure is but the deeper if we find the source of all

the Mississippi's grandeur, of all its length and breadth and power to be some
lucid spring in sylvan shade,, some crystal surface of Itasca Lake.

With like interest, we trace to its source the wealth

Honesty breeds conn- °^ tne Rothchilds—a wealth colossal, overshadowing
dence and accomplish- Europe. We pass its tributaries here, its additions
ments follow. there; its loans for peace or war, its discounts for the

old World or the New, and away back in the dimness of

the past it thrills us witli pleasure to see its slender beginning flowing from a

source as pure as the waters from the rocks. Go read the story—the narrative
of troublous times, of treasure enthrusted to a Rothchild, of the Rothchild
wrecked in the Revolution, property gone, home desolate, but his trust kept
secure, inviolate; read it, remember it and say with me that it gives to the name
a title of nobility higher and more enduring than the patent that Victoria signed.

No Honesty! why the veriest knave that ever wore a stripe in his heart
of hearts believes in its existence and so does the rankest skeptic that ever

polluted the air he breathd.

Let disbelief in honesty really take possession of the world for one moment
and the business of mankind halts; the great loom of traffic weaves no more,
the great ocean of commerce checks its currents, calls in its tides and a dead
sa is before you and around us, in the place of town and village and city, is

the silence and emptiness of the desert. Your Black Fridays come, likewise

the Panics of 73 swoop upon us with the terror of the cyclone and the rum-
blings of the earthquake; the markets of the world tremble and smite their knees
in alVject dismay; commercial houses topple, banks crash, values shrink, se-

curities vanish, stocks melt and thro the consternation and the gloom come

* Had Mr. Watson been permitted to have a vision of the present when he was making
this memorable address, doubtless he would have mentioned Henry Ford in this connection, also.
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the cries of distress from men, women and children. Why? Because for one
brief moment, skepticism snatched the helm. Doubt

Doubt and skepticism are became pilot, and no sooner did he touch the wheel than
dangerous pilots. the vessel dashed straight for the breakers—to certain

ruin and dismal death. Let confidence return; let it

come as the Master came when once upon a time the storm tossed the sea of

Galilee and lo! the tempest grows mute in the presence of its God, the sinking

Peter rises to walk firmly on the surface, and the rescued vessel snatched

from its peril is safe on a tranquil sea.

Is there no loyalty? What is loyalty! It is clinging to those we love in

shadow as we do in sunshine; it is meeting the duties of the hour ungrudgingly
and unreservedly; it is standing to principle in defeat as well as in the triumph

of victory; it is following the beck of duty, the demand of honor, the dictates

of truth, and the promptings of affection, not only when to obey them may mean
the grateful sound of applause, the chaplet of renown, the meed of pleasure of

riches or office, but also when it may mean pain and censure and ridicule and
dislike; when it means loss of favor, of friends, of riches, of the coveted boon
of success. This is loyalty, in a restricted sense; but may I add that loyalty

in an unrestricted sense is, the perfection of a sublime manhood which the very

heavens must respect and eternity reward. Does it exist? The skeptic says,

"No, most assured}', no"! Let us see. Let us challenge his "No" with the

undeniable record. Let us call forth the heroes of the old time to confront and
abash the pigmies of the new.

Do we not read of Helen Douglas, who ran her arm
Loyalty introduces a ga- thro the hasps of the door thro which assassins would
laxy of great virtues. corn e upon her king? Did she not hold them all at

bay till the tender flesh and bone was bruised and
mangled and bleeding and till the monarch had made his escape? Do we read

of Sir Philip Sydney lying on the battle field wounded to the death, his lips

parched with thirst and yet true to the chivalrous teaching, refusing the cup of

water because an unknown comrade lying there had' necessities greater than his?

Did not every man and woman in the Highlands know that a King's ransom
was the price offered for the secret of the hiding place of the young Prince

Charles Edward Stuart? Did not they all know where that hiding place was
and were they all not destitute and harassed by war, hounded by rapine on
account of the very Prince and did they not all from the nobleman down to

the churl hold themselves aloof in contemptuous scorn from the bribe that

England had offered?

The private soldiers capture Andre' and the wealthy young officer,

horrified at His impending doom, offered purse and watch and unlimited promise
for his freedom—Catch and hold in thy chalice of History the golden reply

"We are poor men and needy, but all the wealth of England can't buy us."

No Loyalty! No Self-Sacrifice for Principle! Turn, O! carping skeptic,

back to the days of Christian persecution, gaze into the arena of Rome and see

the lustful greed of the thousands gathered there in all the power and pomp
and insolence of their empire to gloat upon the helpless agony of martyrs.
See them, throw to the famished lion and tiger, the followers' of the
Nazarene, "Renounce thy God and live" shout the Romans. "No" answers
strong manhood; "No" replies weak womanhood—"rather will we cling to our
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God and die". And they did cling to their God and died—tern limb from
quivering limb amid the taunts and jeers of a heartless people. No Loyalty!
Ah! flippant scoffer, who from the mole-hill of your own nature denieth the

existence ot the mountains <>n whose summits the clouds may love to linger, go
and search and ponder and be ashamed; uncover thy head when thou standest

"ii the soil where frail humanity chose deatli rather than surrender of con-

viction; grow reverent. lor once in life, when thou see'st the stakes at which
it was burned, the rack- on which it was tortured, the dungeons, where the

visionaries of hell were flung into the actualities of life; nay, go further and see

all Holland ravaged by fire and sword for years and years and years, when
one word ot apostacy would have broughl relief; see the fairest provinces of

Italy blackened and blasted by remorseless Alva; see the Huguenot loyal to

faith tho it meant banishment from peace and plenty.

Illustrations of loyalty in sunny France, to strife and privation in the forests

gathered from many lands ,,f America; see the Puritan faithful to belief tho it meant
leaving home and friends in England to face dangers

ot the sea, struggles with the savage, and risk the perils of threatened starvation

in the frozen wilds of the northern lands; view all this and if loyalty be still

denied

—

loyalty sublime and compete— it is because THE BLINDEST OF
THF BLIND IS THE MAN WHO WILL NOT SEE.

Loyalty! Is it not the soul of domestic life, and is it not there, what

salt is to the sea and what the sun is to the flower? Does the skeptic deny

its existence there? On the other hand, like the bluebells and the daisies, is

it not so common that all cease to remark it?—
The Rosamond or Gabrielle or Magdalen goes into canvass and lives in

poetry and song; a thousand Vestas keep alight the sacred fires of purity,

noted only by those among whom they live. A Poppia or a Borgia murders or

betrays a husband and History makes a monument of her shame.

ALL THRO THIS LAND AND OTHER LANDS, ALL THRO THESE
TIMES AND ALL OTHER TIMES, ARE FOUND FAITHFUL COM-
PANIONS WHO BEAK AND FORBEAR. WHO TRUST AND KEEP
TRUST AND SERVE DUTY AS THE RIVERS SERVE THE SEA.

What is the narrative of our domestic life? so ancient, so universal that

we call it "The old, old story". Pardon me for one touch of its timeworn

but sacred leaves; Here's the maiden in the glow of bouyant youth, queenly

in the regalia gems of the Graces, bewitching in the splendor of a loveliness

which canvas can never picture, marble never embalm, a loveliness that has its

rainbow beauty in the varying hues of the cheek, shifting radiance of eye, in

the harmony of look and tone and motion, she is a woman to be wooed, and

she is wooed and won. Happy the Youth! Wooed let us say under the mystic

spell of night made up of star-light vague and dreamy, of fragrance faint from

sleeping flowers, of melody pensive in some muffled murmur of winding brook

or some distant love note of lonely bird whose mate is hidden away in the

dense foliage of yonder orchard vines—Wooed and won! Lover and lady,

groom and bride; husband and wife. Youth goes—is gone. Ah! that its

moonlight nights are gone, stern days of reality have

Stay is so brief I A vivid come. Hot sunshine, weary roads, toilsome tasks,

glimpse of domestic life heavy burdens; wear and tear and fret and strife. The
that will bring a smile. bride no longer touches soft guitar or pens still softer

verses.* You may see her yonder in the back porch

mending a hole in little Johnnie's trousers or washing the greens for the dinner
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pot; if you drop in to chat a while she has various remarks to offer relative

to the cut-worms which have taken a voracious fancy to her garden vegetables

and also about her neighbors' chickens which she fears will drive her raving

distracted. The gallant groom no longer dreams of the ideal and pants for

the unattainable. You'll see him yonder in the lot counting the number of

pigs the speckled sow has recently added to his live-stock register. Step over

to where he is and he will argue with emphasis and feeling the problem as to

whether or not sand}' land is best for potatoes; and whether the "free nigger"

is a success; and whether a religious man can plow a mean mule in a new
ground without the whole team falling from grace.

Romance gone? Yes every bit of it. Love gone? No! a thousand times

No! Beneath that shingle roof is the glory of manhood. Wife leaning on the

strong arm found faithful: husband embalmed in affection unselfish, un-

doubting; wifely devotion which gives its tenderness to its king without

measure, and without murmur as the ocean gives its abundant moisture to the

powerful rays of the sun; perfect trust, thankful content and the music of the

Gods—CHILDHOOD'S HAPPY LAUGHTER! Clouds there have been in

the domestic horizon; we can't deny it. The best of wives will sometimes

forget to sew on the buttons and put too much soda in the biscuit. (Remember,
Mr. Watson was addressing a Southern audience) But the very clouds have

made the sunlight all the brighter. Discords there have been in the harp of

the home; we must frankly admit it. The best of hus-
Romance transferred to bands will sometimes bring company home on wash-
deeper love—a love that days and e ss h ;msel f a iittle too strongly about his
spreads the mantle of .

charity over the imperfec- mother-in-law, but the very discords have made the

tions of husband and wife harmonies all the sweeter—harmonies, mark you, that

are richer and softer and tenderer than the wreath of

song which the mocking-bird weaves around your mid-summer-night's dream.

Middle life passes—is gone. The children have married off and left the

old homestead; the aged couple are again alone.

The good old lady is an authority all over the neighborhood. If the

chickens of any neighbor for 3 miles around are attacked with the pip, she is

consulted. All the mysteries of cat-nip tea are as familiar to her as the

A B C's; she can make a poultice which will cure any thing from the sting of

a spider to the kick of a mule.** She is almost glad when you are taken sick

so that she can come over with her knitting and her snuff (not cigarettes)

and her motherly kindness and doctor you on root tea till you are up again.

As for the old man, let us go up to his porch and hear him talk. He
doesn't like these tooth-pick shoes the boys wear on their feet nor the ivory

headed canes that they stuff in their mouths—doesn't like this way of a young
man grabbing hold of a girl's arm and shoving her along as if she were a

jack-plane; he doesn't think that they ought to raise hymns in church with a

cornet; he believes that the old deacon can raise any hymn that is worth raising;

doesn't think the church needs a chandelier as he doesn't believe there is a

* The guitar was a common instrument in the drawing-rooms of Mr. Watson's day.

Around this instrument of days gone by will twine many sweet memories of a host of our
readers—Now, this love inspiring instrument has been supplanted by the Graphophone with its

Jazz and the Radio with its S*Q*U*A*\V*K. As for the "softer verses" the s-o-f-t joy-ride and

the jaunty slang of the curb-side cold drink st .nd have about killed in its infancy, the in-

clination to become literary in the Young Americas of today.

** This was before the time of the common use of Aspirin and other tablets whose soothing

and lulling effects are so desirable to many of our present generation.
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single member of the congregation that could play on it if they had one.

Dear old couple! Linked together by a thousand

A picture of old age. tender memories; loving now without passion but with

an infinite peace and trust. Let us pause for a moment
in the noisy hurly-burly of our lives and draw nearer to where they sit, for

it seems to me I can hear something like this:

"John Anderson, my jo, John, when we were first acquent,

Your locks were like the raven's, your bonny brow was brent,

But now you're growing beld, John, your locks are like the snaw,

Yet blessings on your frosty pow, John Anderson, my jo.

"John Anderson, my jo, John, we clam the hill together,

And meny a canty day, John, we've had wi' an anither;

Now we mon totter down, John, but hand in hand we'll go
And sleep thegether at the foot, John Anderson, my jo."

Thus I have given you both sides of the question; which will you take, by

which of the two creeds will you live? It's a question that you can't dodge,

you've got to vote; it's a fence that you can't straddle, you've got to light on

one side or the other: Upon the one hand are the men who have no faith,

who tear down rather than bujld up, slander rather than praise, injure rather

than help, who deny to others the nobility of lacking in themselves; they are

those who make of this existence a cynic's corner to snarl in, an Epicurean's

paradise to repose in or a sensualist's mire to wallow in.

On the other hand are the men with a creed and a

Skepticism vs. faith. purpose. Men who see not only the darkness but also

the light; who see not only the thorn but also the rose

with its beauty and in anticipation catch its fragrance and perfume; they see

not only the deformities of vice but the glories of virtue. Men, earnest,

straightforward, reverential men, who believe that this life of ours throbbing

with its passions and desires, thrilling with the knowledge of its power, infinite

in the sweep of its aspirations, is not the plaything of a wanton's smile or of

a debauchee's lust, but is of all trusts, the most sacred, of all opportunities, the

most sublime.

I address myself most particularly to the young gentlemen present. Com-
rades, this question is important to us beyond all other questions. Life's race

course stretches before us and we want to start Tight. And I say to you

with all the earnestness of my nature, we can't afford to doubt; we can't afford

to nourish that noxious weed called distrust. Have faith in your friend and you

may lose him; doubt him, and you have already lost him. Have faith in the

ultimate success of your undertaking and you may fail; doubt them, and you

had just as well make up your mind to do your wife's churning all your days.

Therefore let us adopt the nobler creed, for lofty

Addressing young men. beliefs are the seed-beds of lofty achievements: not only

adopt it but live it; it can never lead us to shame or

remorse or degrade us in feeling or position; it will lift us and ennoble us; it

will lead us on to high aims and achievements; in success it will consecrate

our glory, in defeat it will cheer us with a solace sweeter than any note that

ever softened the throat of the nightingale. A creed like this gives to history

the deeds that it likes to embalm; it gave to the reverence of all ages the names
of Hampden and Sydney, of Grattan and Kossuth—made sacred such fields as

Bannockhurn and Bunker Hill—put the light of immortality to burn forever

where Bozzaris and Winklereid and Stonewall Jackson fell.
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Be a man fashioned on this creed and the world will have need of you;

what these heroes did, you can do—meet the duties of your position. Every-

where is felt the want of earnest, honest, independent men with a purpose, and

firmness enough to pdrsue it; with principles, and courage enough to retain

them. Men who belong to nobody, who are free from ring ownership and

clique dictation, who scorn to be on a side simply because it is the winning

side; men who stand erect in the plentitude of a royal manliness and think

and believe and speak and act by the grand old principles of right.

Not that right merely which is synonomous with might and success and

temporary applause, but that higher and grander and better meaning of the

term—right because conscience says the word, right because honor calls it so.

What matters! tho such a course leads to defeat? To such a man there's

a question of character involved which overrides all

Ideals. mere clamor of failure and triumph. Such a man will

walk down into the valley of the shadow of defeat and

come forth with light of immortality on his face. Such a man becomes a

Robert Emmett or a Robert Lee, whose graves are Mecca shrines where

patriotism of all countries makes devout pilgrimage and stands with head un-

covered.

In the olden time, the Senate of his country voted one of its generals the

thanks of the commonwealth—not that he had brought home trophies, but

because, in an hour of peril and panic and disaster, "he had not despaired of

the Republic." Comrades, take the lesson home to your hearts. No matter

what gloom spreads itself about you, keep the faith; be true to your creed.

It will demand courage to do it—courage the most resolute and invincible; you

will see vice prosper and increase, injustice prevail and spread; friendship will

meet you with betrayals and hope promise but to delude; love itself smile on

you but to ensnare. Your heart will grow faint and droop and bleed, and

when you see those on whom you built your trust banded with the enemies

who would slap your face, you will feel as Caesar felt when the knife of Brutus

gleamed before his eyes. You fain would draw your mantle over your face

and sink down to mute despair. But remember the brave example of the past

and do not despair. Be loyal to the good old faith that makes the heroes; be

loy
4
al to the friend whose hand you clasp, to the words that pass your

lips, to the trust that binds your honor, to the duty which claims your de-

votion.

O Comrade, be earnest and brave and true! Leave triflings to those who
have no aim—levity to those who have no faith. Be deaf to those who would

wound you by their ridicule and jeers; remember that their mockery was heard

even while the sands drank the life-blood of the martyrs—while Calvary grew

black in the death hour of its God. Be a man, soiled

True manhood. by no bribe, dauned by no danger, cowed by no defeat;

and as sure as Jehovah lives and rules you will rank

among those who give to this life of ours all of its sweetness, all of its glory

and all of its joy.
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A MOTOR ROAD FROM
YOUR DOOR to Patagonia in

the southern extremity of South

America mentioned as a possili-

ty is reviewed at some length by

a writer in the New York Times.

This giant undertaking is con-

sidered feasible by those who
know roads and road building.

This idea is a pet of President

Coolidge and he early in 1927 re-

ferred it to Mr. Jardine, Secre-

tary of Agriculture in whose De-

partment the Bureau of Public

Roads is placed.According to an

estimate by this Bureau, when

you reach Laredo. Texas, on the

border of Mexico, you will then

have 7967 miles to travel on the

proposed Highway until you will

reach Puerto Montt, Chile ; then

from Valparaiso, the motorist can

reach Buenos Aires on the At-

lantic coast after traveling in al-

most a straight direction towards

that city for 800 miles more. To
quote the same writer:

It is a great dream. In all the

world there will be no other highway
like it. In miles of length it will be in

a class bv itself.

AS TO PRESIDENT COOL-
IDGE, we see something in the

papers about him quite often

since he said "I don't choose &c."

Recently, he has been quoted as

saying that the pages of history

are strewn with the wrecks of

nations whose prosperity has

proved their downfall. In this,

we think that he is eminently cor-

rect. He is quoted further, as

saying that we have proved that

we are able to survive through

adversity and it is now for us to

show that we can overcome the

dangers that accompany prosper-

ity.

Xow, we are just a little skep-

tical about where he gets this

prosperity that he assumes when
he speaks about overcoming its

dangers as above. We find Con-

gress now confronted by several

grave questions and. by far, not

the least of them is the question

of Farm Relief. As the agricul-

turists comprise close to 50% of

our population and also, the real

foundation of our national

strength, we think that there may
be some doubts about such a

wave of prosperity. Again, if he

will reflect on the great number
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of Banks that have closed their

doors in the cotton belt of the

South and the grain belt of the

West, we feel that he will be

forced to take another inventory

of what he might term a time of

great prosperity. Of course, 'we

have the gold of the world cen-

tered in our country; but recent-

ly we noticed where $3,000,000

were being shipped to Argentina

on account of the strength of the

exchange in that country. Fur-

thermore, we think that, if Mr.

C olidge will talk with the man
on the reaper in the West and the

one at the cultivator in the south,

he will find that they are not

so enthusiastic about this pro-

sperity. Low prices for grain in

the world market and the ravages

of the boll weevil make them see

things through a different glass.

We know that there are many
signs of prosperity and we hail

them with delight. Still there

are these pains and troubles in

the very vital parts of our nation-

al life and they must be con-

sidered ; they constitute the fore-

casts of serious maladies to our

national life and it is up to Dr.

Coolidge and his Congressional

Hospital to give the patient some
permanent relief. His STAFF,
our Congressmen and Senators,

are just now fresh from the domi-

ciles of these sufferers, where
there was every opportunity to

diagnose the case and plan the

prescription. NOW WHAT
WILL THEY DO!

SHIFTING THE WORLD'S
INDUSTRIAL CENTER TO
THE SOUTH is the subject of

an article on the front outside

cover of the Manufacturers Re-

cord for November 10, 1927. This

is so fine that we take the liberty

of reproducing it here, giving full

credit to its authorship :

In the proposed establishment of a

$20,000,000 steam-electric plant in Ala-

bama by the Alabama Power Company
and the letting of initial contracts of

construction and steel work for the

$7,000,000 plant of the American Glan-

zstoff Corporation, near Elizabethton,

Tenn., for the manufacture of rayon

—

the company having in view an ulti-

mate expenditure of $50,000,000 and

the employment of 20,000 people in

that industry—in the statement pub-

lished in this issue that the Saluda

River hydro-electric development, now
under way, will cost $24,000,000, and

with many other enterprises represent-

ing millions of dollars in individual

cases and many millions in aggregate

as reported today, it is readily seen

that there is a sweep of development

work in the South of such stupendous

importance as to demand and com-

mand nation-wide attention.

One fact of significant importance

in these new enterprises is that they

are free from speculative land opera-

tions and free from any spirit of boom
enterprises; they are legitimate under-

takings backed by great capitalists

who recognize the South as the coming

center of industrial progress and pros-

perity for America, and that means for

the world.

'I he story of this tremendous sweep

of investment capital into the South,

and the huge sums put by the South

into its own industries, is like a mighty

panorama, unfolding before the eyes

of the nation the greatest material ad-
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vance ever shown by any section of

the United States. And yet we are

evidently on the very beginning of

this movement. No limit can be put

upon the progress of the South during

the next five or ten years. It is safe,

however, to say that it will be so great

that it will amaze the world.
* * *

AS WE GO TO PRESS, CON-
GRESSMEN GO TO WASH-
INGTON. Soon the "windjam-

mers" will begin to spout and the

"pencil-pushers" and "key-board

fighters" gush out the news to us

at home—the lay-citizen—the

voter—the one responsible for our

Congressman being there. We
might well take a little inventory

of what we have sent to Congress.

Did we elect him as an exponent

of some vital issue? What did

we tell him and what did he say

about these : farm relief, flood re-

lief, tariff policy, immigration

laws, foreign debt, league of na-

tions, world court, naval strength,

18th amendment, and the eternal

separation of Church and State?

Can we tell just how he stands

on these questions? Regretfully,

we can not. About 90% of us

voted (we are now talking about

the Solid South or any other one-

party state) for him without real-

ly having any valid reason for so

doing.

Then, at the ballot box was the

time and the place for us to regis-

ter our views on any and all pub-

lic questions—the franchise gives

us this right in a representative

government. Of course this ap-

plies to questions already before

the public ; whatever may arise

after his election will be for his

best judgment. The questions al-

ready before us should have been

discussed by him and considered

by us before we cast our ballot.

This was not the case, generally

speaking. With us in the Solid

South, it is a rare thing that we
get a good whack at any great

national question at the ballot

box. We spend our energy in

trying to elect our man regardless

of what else he represents ; sure

we think he is a "good man", but

the term "good man" often means
"our choice" no matter what his

views are on these questions of

current and vital importance or

what may be his ability as a

statesman. Many think that our

South-land would be better off

politically, if we had two-party

organizations properly function-

ing, each with sufficient strength

to be considered a competitor by

the other side, thus placing each

party and each candidate on no-

tice that they were held responsi-

ble for their position on all pro-

posed and enacted legislation.

This would be better for us or it

would be worse. Why not more

of our editorial writers give us

their opinion on this matter and

why not reprint and re-discuss

the things that have been offered

on this question. It is an im-

portant matter. Frankly, it ap-
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pears to us, that men and not

measures are about all that we
can discuss without a two-party

local organization. This often

results in such rotten politics that

our best men will not allow the

use of their names as candidates.

Democratic and Republican prin-

ciples as they are championed by

the opposite side today will make
good fighting ground for the can-

didates; besides, it will give the

voters an opportunity to inform

themselves on the real issues of

the day whatever they may be.

* * *

SOMETHING ABOUT SUN-
SPOTS by Dr. Donald H. Men-
zel of the Lick Observatory and

published by the Astronomical

Society of the Pacific from which

we take the following extracts

:

One must not jump at the conclusion

that sun-spots are truly black; they

appear so only by contrast with the

much brighter background. If it were

possible to blast the sun into sudden

obscurity, leaving, as a fragment, a

single large spot, do not imagine that

the earth would be plunged in dark-

ness; for the light ordinarily emitted

by the "black" spot would illumine

the earth with a brilliance surpassing

the full moon more than a hundred

fold.

The rapidity with which spots de-

velop or disintegrate varies widely,

as does their length of life. Occa-

sionally marked changes are noted

within the short space of a few hours.

Many spots last for weeks, the dura-

tion record being held by one that re-

mained for eighteen months.

Sun-spots do affect the earth. We
have known for years that the appear-

ance of a large group is often marked
by terrestrial magnetic disturbances, e.

g., interruption of telephone and tele-

graph communication. The beautiful

aurorae (northern lights) also become
more numerous at sun-spot maximum.
Theories connecting aurorae and mag-
netic storms with sun-spots are still

fragmentary and incomplete; but there

seems to be some evidence that spots

shoot atoms and electrons into space,

and these, on striking the earth, cause

the magnetic disturbances. In the

case of the aurorae, the gases of the

upper atmosphere glow like the rare-

fied vapor of a geisler or cathode-ray

tube, when bombarded by electrons.

The Editor of this column is

now calling your attention to the

beautiful constellation Orion

which can be seen at its best

along during the latter half of

December. You can not fail to

recognize it. At about 8 o'clock

P. M., Central time, you can ob-

serve it in the southeastern sky

something like 2 or 3 hours above

the horizon. The three bright

stars in a row and the large bright

ones around the row, although at

some distance away, compose this

Constellation.

°g
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A PROPHECY WHICH HAS BECOME A DREADFUL
REALITY

AX EDITORIAL BY THOS. E. WATSON

To George McDuffie belongs the distinction of having mack' the strongest

speech that was ever made against the Protective System. He was one of the

greatest orators and statesmen of this or any other country, hut threw his

life away foolishly in a duel which grew out of a trivial newspaper controversy.

The wound which he received did not kill him, hut it injured his spine and

impaired his intellect to such an extent that he was no longer the same man.

.Mr. McDul'tie's great speech against the Protective System is too long to

he reproduced in full, but in the concluding paragraphs he predicted with such

clearness of vision the reign of a soulless plutocracy that his words read like

inspired prophesy:

"Sir, when I consider that, by a single hill like the present, millions of

dollars may he transferred annually from one part of the community to another:

when I consider the disguise of disinterested patriotism under wFich the basest

and most profligate ambition may perpetrate such an act of injustice and

political prostitution, I cannot hesitate, for a moment, to pronounce this system

the most stupendous instrument of corruption ever placed in the hands of

public functionaries.

"IT BRINGS AMBITION AND AVARICE AND WEALTH INTO
A COMBINATION WHICH IT IS FEARFUL TO CONTEMPLATE,
BECAUSE IT IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO RESIST.

"Do we not perceive, at this very moment, the extraordinary and melancholy

spectacle of less than one hundred thousand capitalists, by means of this

unhallowed combination, exercising an absolute and despotic control over the

opinions of eight millions of free citizens and the fortunes and destinies of ten

millions?

"Sir, I will not anticipate or forbode evil. I will not permit myself to be-

lieve that the Presidency of the United States will ever be bought and sold.

But I must say that there are certain quarters of this Union in which, if the

candidate for the Presidency should come forward with this Harrisburg tariff

in his hand, nothing could resist his pretensions if his adversary were opposed

to this unjust system of oppression."******
"Indeed, Sir, when I contemplate the extraordinary infatuation which a

combination of capitalists and politicians have had the heart to diffuse over

more than one half of this Union—when I see the very victims who are about

to be offered up to satiate the voracious appetite of this devouring Moloch,

paying their ardent and sincere devotions at his bloody shrine; I confess I have
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been tempted to doubt whether mankind was not doomed, even in its most

enlighfened state to be tbe dupe of some form of imposture, and the victim

of some form of tyranny.

"Sir, in casting my eyes over the history of human idolatry, I can find

nothing, even in the darkest ages of ignorance and superstition, which surpasses

the infatuation by which a confederate priesthood of politicians and manufac-

turers have bound the great body of the people of the farming States of this

Union as if by a spell, TO THIS MIGHTY SCHEME OF FRAUD AND DE-

LUSION."
* :(: * * * *

Bear in mind that this speech was made in 1824.

Then look around you and see how prophetically Mr. McDuffie pictured

the future.

The Presidency is bought and sold. The confederate priesthood of poli-

ticians and manufacturers do dominate an infatuated people which it deludes

and plunders.

The Trusts are nothing in the world but the legitimate children of Privilege

and Protection.

Campaign boodle-funds are nothing in the world but the sop which the

Corrupt Combination of Capitalists pay to renew the lease which they hold on

the Government.

And, as Mr. McDuffie said, the most astounding feature of the whole

diabolical system is the completeness with which the politicians and the Privi-

leged can dupe the victims of Protection into the belief that Privilege benefits

the unprivileged.

With the doors of immigration standing wide open pouring into our industrial

world all the cheap white labor of the universe, our Protected capitalists are

still able to convince our wage-earners that American capital protects American

labor from the competition of foreign "pauper" labor!

Having ground down the price of factory labor to such a low point that

they can undersell foreigners in the foreign market, our Privileged and Protected

Capitalists can nevertheless convince American laborers that the purpose of

high tariffs is to enable the Capitalist to pay big wages.

And they swallowed it—the wage-earners swallow it, meekly, blindly,

trustfully.

The record of a Century teaches them nothing.

The evidences of their own senses are ignored.

The very factory hands who at Fall River lived off the soup of the Salvation

Army devoutly believed that if it hadn't been for the Protective System they

wouldn't even have got the soup.

The factory girl who is paid five dollars per week, and who, when she

complains that she can not live on the wage, is sardonically advised to get a

(Continue on Page 397)
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WOULD A GOOD CATHOLIC BE A
GOOD PRESIDENT?

An Editorial

As predicted the dry Democrats have lost sense to the main issue in the

next Presidential election. No one will deny that prohibition is a problem

that must be discussed, but it is a minor consideration when compared to the

question "Should a Catholic be President"? in the United States.

The prohibitionists are promoting Senator Walsh of Montana, a Dry
Catholic. We hope that our people will not lose sight of the one big question

in 1928, that is, whether we will show the Pope of Rome that Americans have

a perfect right to worship in any form they desire in America because we
guarantee Religious Freedom, but when subjects of a foreign pope undertake

to dictate the affairs of our Government that is entirely a different matter.

The Atlanta Constitution says:

"According to Dr. Sam W. Small, of The Constitution's Washington staff,

the former backers of William G. McAdoo are now backing Senator Walsh,

of Montana, for the democratic nomination for president.

The attitude of democratic leaders of a heretofore more or less intolerant

faction to accept a Catholic is heartening as showing a stronger faith in the

guarantees of the constitution for religious libery. There is no more reason

why a Catholic should not be nominated than that a Baptist or Methodist or

a Presbyterian should not be named—that is, if our constitutional guarantee

of religious freedom means anything."

We most emphatically disagree with the Constitution. The difference

between one church organization and another, may be a matter of extreme

political importance, and we cannot understand how any student conversant

with political history can, be indifferent to the peculiar hierarchy of the

Catholic Church.

No other church organzation claims and exercises the right to say what
books its members shall read; no other church sends and receives ambassadors;

no other church holds a court at which royal ceremonial is observed, em-

bassies from foreign governments received, and far-reaching questions of

international policy debated and decided.

There is not a government of the civilized world at whose capital the

Catholic Church is not represented by a resident representative. No question of

national policy, which may directly or indirectly affect the Catholic church,

is decided until the Pope has been heard from.

Not only has the Catholic Church held its own ground, but it is invading

Protestant territory and stamping out Protestant influence.

In Protestant England, the Catholic Church is now the power behind the

throne. The most powerful members of the aristocracy are devoted Catholics.

In Protestant America, the strides of the Catholic Church to political

power are not less gigantic.

Time and again Congress has bent before that invisible and invincible

force. Our politicians are so mortally afraid of angering the priest-led vote

of the large cities that they dare not vote their convictions.

Wherever the Catholic Church controls, it persecutes. No Protestant

can preach or sell Bibles in Spain, Italy, Portugal, South America or even in

Cuba, except at the risk of his life.

(Continue on Page 398)
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ALABAMA—THE SOUTH'S
BLACKEST SPOT?

There comes to our desk a

marked copy of a magazine call-

ed Haldeman-Julius, whatever

that may be—posibly the little

Blue Book King. The marked
article is by a person named Tay-
lor F. Glenn. Possibly our Ala-

bama friends will recognize the

name since he writes editorials

for the Birmingham News. The
title of the article appears above.

Glenn ridicules everything and

everybody in Alabama. In fact

we do not see how he can tolerate

living in such a state as he pic-

tures Alabama.

It is not his attack on this dear

old state that we will discuss be-

cause we know that Governor

Graves, Senator Heflin and others

can fully take care of the situa-

tion there. It is his remark con-

cerning Thos. E. Watson that we
will examine.

We quote from the article :

It is sometime since Tom Watson,
the red-haired backwood Georgia

patriot, has gone to his reward, but

nothing Tom ever said or did could

even approach the antics of James
Thomas Heflin.

He says that Georgia prides

with the entire South over the

fact that Georgia sent to the

United States Senate to succeed

Mr. Watson a man like Walter F.

George, as in doctrines George

and Watson were as far apart as

North and South.

He then concludes with this

brilliant remark:
North Carolina long preceded Geor-

gia in joining the ranks of the civilized,

but North Carolina never was so bad

as the State that contributed Tom
Watson, Earnest Willie Upshaw, the

Klan, the Supreme Kingdom, Inc.,

John Roach Straton, D. D., and the

Candlers to American history. Still,

it is doubted if North Carolina has

produced anything to equal Joel

Chandler Harris and his Uncle Remus
stories, or Laurence Stallings, Frances

Newman, Henry Grady, Alexander

Stephens or Sidney Lanier—all Geor-

gians.
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For the information of Mr.

Glenn and other uninformed peo-

ple we will say that Senator

George promised to the Watson
leaders in Georgia that if they

would unite on him to succeed

Mr. Watson he would carry to

the limit of his ability the princi-

ples Mr. Watson had so nobly ad-

vocated. We might say for the

benefit of Mr. Glenn that i' he

will investigate the matter he

will find Senator George a good

deal closer to leaders of that

"hideous organization" the Ku
Klux Klan. than he might sup-

pose* Yes, and even much closer

indeed than was Thos. E. Wat-
son.

Mr. Glenn posibly does not

care to compare Watson with

Stephens, Harris, Grady, and

others, but let us assure him that

the man who was the leader of

the great populist movement; the

man who originated the Rural

Free Delivery of Mails, the man
who thrilled the tens of thousands

with his oratory, the man who
produced such books as France,

Napoleon, Jefferson, Jackson and

others, will assume his proper

place in history. When this

country becomes a nation as

Washington and Jefferson so in-

tended. Thos. E. Watson will be

declared one of the greatest men
ever produced in America.

Now let us discuss the humo-
rous side of Glenn's article

:

"It was the TELEGRAPH which

helped lead the fight in Georgia against

the forces of hoodlumism, a feat for

which the intelligent and courageous

Julian Harris' COLUMBUS EN-
QUIRER-SUN repeatedly has been

given sole credit. The TELEGRAPH
whose editor is a Mississippian by

birth, with a mind that is brilliant,

cares not so much for personal glory

as battles won, and so has forgotten

to claim the credit which is its due.

And today, the TELEGRAPH is

content to look out upon the red old

hills of Northern Georgia, which Hen-

ry Grady loved so dearly, and the

marshes to the South of which Sid-

ney Lanier sang so sweetly, and see

the fruits of its efforts, for everywhere

there are noble men and women who
will tell you that the forces of right

have won that and hoodlumism, such

as Alabama has been seeing lately, is

dead—is unknown in the Empire State

of the South."

Noble and Brave Bill Ander-

son!

Great and illustrious Julian

Harris

!

What a pair of stalwart gentle-

men !

We have paid our respects to

them time and time again, and so

now let us quote from a leading

Georgia Weekly, THE BAIN-
BRIDGE POST SEARCH-
LIGHT:

WHAT'S THE USE WHEN A
JACKASS BRAYS?

"If ever there was a man so wrapped

with hatred, so desirous of using ve-

nom, so hateful in trying to turn the

words of others to lies to further his

own hatreds, Anderson of The Macon
Telegraph, takes the cake. He has

no regard for the truth, in fact it is

useless to tell him the truth, for he
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is so totally unaquainted with it that

he would try to warp that to feed his

own venom. Might as well sing

psalms to a jackass or feed cordial to

a boa constrictor. It would be useless

to quote him a decent statistic. He
would not know it if he saw it and if

he did see and know it he would twist

it to dip in his venom and hatred un-

til the statistic would turn green with

his poison."

Alabama is not the Black spot

of the South, nor is the South the

black spot of the nation. If the

South is ever looked down upon

by the other sections it will be be-

cause of such deceitful articles

going out of the South into the

other sections as the Glenn arti-

cle. An editorial writer who
claims to be a Southerner and

who sends out such stuff as we
have been reading here of late

should be shot for treason.

* * *

THE WATER POWER
TRUST:

It is but natural that the peo-

ple should be robbed by a water

power combination since they

are being and have been for some-

time pilfered by other Public

Service Companies. These com-
panies are getting bolder and

bolder.

For instance, Thomson had one

train to Atlanta which would
have resembled a fast train. Well
the poor old Georgia Railroad

concocted some statistics which

attempted to show that this par-

ticular train had lost a few pas-

sengers since the advent of the

automobile. It is heartrtending

to hear the pitiful tales the down-
trodden Public Service Corpora-

tions spout out. In order for the

Georgia Railroad to continue and

pay a high dividend to the water-

ed st ck holders it was necessary

that they cpiit running two of

their daily trains on the main line

as well as several branch line

trains. To pacify the greedy

stock holders with an unreason-

able dividend it was necessary to

crowd the people like cattle into

less trains and less cars.

You ask where is our Public

Service Commission? Don't

make us laugh—those boys are

owned, controlled, and dominated

by the powers that be.

Returning to the subject. Elec-

tricity is becoming more and
more a necessity. Since it is

used for cooking, lighting, heat-

ing, refrigeration, etc., it will be

impossible to live without it with-

in the next few years.

What are the Power Compan-
ies Doing?

Going over the country buying

up all the waterfall, purchasing

all municipal owned plants, and
combining into one big POWER
TRUST. And the way these

birds are going to stick it to us

common people in a few years is

going to make the Railroads, the

Telephone Companies, The Ex-
press companies, etc., envy them
beyond expression.

Have you Populists ever heard

of anything that sounds like
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GOVERNMENT OWNE R-

SHIP OF PUBLIC SERVICE
UTILITIES?

With the corporations telling

the newspapers that if they advo-

cate such a measure they will

stop their advertisements, with

the high powered lobby at our

national capital as well as the

state capitals, we never hear such

a doctrine.

We are of the opinion that by

the time the Water Power Trusts

get through robbing the nation,

that the people will rise up and

demand GOVERNMENT OW-
NERSHIP OF PUBLIC SER-
VICE UTILITIES.

A MERRY
CHRISTMAS

To our friends:

As Christmas approaches our hearts are filled with grati-

tude for those who have helped during the past year to pro-

mote THE WATSONIAN. Much has been accomplished

and much remains to be accomplished. If the same spirit

prevails in 1928 that has prevailed in 1927 among the old

Watson readers by next Christmas you will see a most

powerful exponent of Watsonian principles in our magazine.

And so in behalf of THE WATSONIAN staff I wish

for you and yours a very merry Christmas.

Yours sincerely,

Editor—THE WATSONIAN.
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ROMAN CATHOLIC HIERARCHY
BY

THOS. E. WATSON

CHAPTER X.

Early systems of religion characterized by manliness; With the degeneration of ancient

peoples came the degeneration of their religions ; The Greeks and Egyptians cited in evidence

;

Practically all the ancient faiths founded on the miracle of sex reproduction; The Roman em-

pire enters upon its decline and fall ; Into this world of carnal abandonment the Apostle Paul

brings the pure, self-denying creed of the Savior.

The Jewish religion was, and is, characterized throughout by its manliness.

So is that of Mohammed. So are those of Buddha, and of Confucius. Robust

manhood throbbed with warlike virility in the worship of Odin. The life of

the Teuton was full of the stern joy of battle; and his heaven was a Valhalla

of heroic combat—the wounds to heal when the struggle was over, and the

feast to follow the fight.

Manly, was the earlier Grecian religion. Manly, was the earlier Roman

creed. Manly, was the earlier Assyrian and Chaldean worship.

But as population increased, and luxury superseded the democratic sim-

plicity of the hardy tribes that had founded States, the religion was undermined

and infected by the gradual change that was taking place among the people.

Sumptuous living, in splendid palaces, amid voluptuous women, and every

sensuous delight, sapped the strength of the race. The empire-builders had

gone out, to march, to bear heavy armor, to wield the battle-axe in the very

forefront, where none but the brave and the strong could breast the red tide

of carnage. Their effeminate descendants, grown soft and weak and insanely

proud, sent others to the field, while they dawdled in the harem; hence, defeat,

decay, obliteration.

The story is so old, so uniform, as to be stale and monotonous. We
repeat it, with no more emotion than we display when we state that youth,

manhood, old age and death are the inevitable stages in the life of the average

mortal. What we fail to recognize is, that as ancient peoples have degenerated,

their religions did. This is so profoundly important a truth that, in the study

of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy it is a guide, a light, a key with which we

cannot possibly dispense. It was not until the Assyrian and Babylonian had

ceased to be a stalwart, war-loving Man, that he ceased to worship Bel and

turned to the woman, Mylitta.

Gone, forever gone! was the robust manhood of that great race, when

the temples were converted into assignation houses, wherein every woman

—

high or low, plain or beautiful—had to prostitute herself, once, for the glory

of the Goddess of the Heaven, the Virgin Mother, Mylitta. Gone, forever gone!
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was the Virtue of that State-building people, when the priesthood had inculcated

into the Women the hideous belief that it was no sin to serve the Virgin

Mother, by sacrificing to her the Woman's must sacred possession—her chastity.

When the Greeks were Men they worshipped the gods of valor, of wisdom,

of strength. When they softened into fops, voluptuaries, dilletantes, and

harem-keepers, they adored Venus. In the holy name of Love, they banished

it, and enthroned Lust. And so the race sunk into sloth and sensuality.

The conquering Egyptians did not worship women. They were manly,

and they adored the masculine. Not until the grandeur of that people was

On the decline, did the mysteries of Isis monopolize Egyptian observance.

Whenever a nation of antiquity began to neglect the worship of the gods, and

to emphasize that of a goddess, it invariably followed that the temple, or the

sacred grove, was filled with amorous, lovely girls; and that universal cor-

ruption of morals ensued.

In Gen. Lew Wallace's "Ben Hur," we have a delicately veiled description

of the orgies that were practised in one of these sacred groves. A realistic

picture of such a scene would be unfit to print. But those indulgences of

unbridled and shameless passion were common to the decay of every Oriental

religion—and this degeneracy of religion was coincident with the decadence

of the people.

We lose the thread, if we fail to bear constantly in mind, that practically

all of the ancient faiths were founded on the miracle of sex reproduction. For

it is a miracle even to us, and must ever remain so. How two globules of a

liquid can unite, and reproduce every physical, mental and spiritual characteris-

tic of the male, or the female, or a blend of the two, is a mystery that no

human wisdom will ever penetrate. If it be miraculous in our own eyes, what

must it have been to the undeveloped, untutored minds of the primeval

peoples?

They were awed by it. They recognized it as the Indispensable to Life.

The whole world was dependent upon it. Without it, Death would reign

supreme. The sceptre of Old Night wodld stretch over an infinity of lifeless

forests, waterless valleys, sterile plains. Without it, there could be no fowls

of the air, no beasts of the field, no fish of the sea; and no babies to hang on

human breasts and smile into the eyes of fathers and mothers.

Is it any marvel that poor, ignorant, superstitious Man, surrounded by

things he could not comprehend, afraid of the storms that rent the skies,

afraid of the voices of the night, afraid of the eclipse and the earthquake,

afraid of the awful thing .called Death, should come to regard his power to

reproduce his kind, as the most marvellous and blessed thing that the god

oi Nature had bestowed upon him?
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This being so, his worship followed his wonder, his joy, his veneration.

Adoring the principle of Reproducton, he naturally paid tribute to the physical

organs, by means of which the principle was put into practise.

As delicately as possible, let me explain that the three parts which con-

stitute the genitals of the male were known to Phallic worship as the triad;

the female genital was the unit: the outward male member, penetrating the

unit, formed what was called "the holy four." The conjunction and mutual

co-operation of the male and female genitals being necessary to sex repro-

duction, this coming together of the masculine and feminine organs was the

very climax of Phallic symbolism. Emblems of the sexual act were multiplied

in all directions. They appeared in public and in private. They were seen

by the roadside, in street processions, at marriage feasts, on the bridal bed,

on the walls of dwellings, in the market place, in all the temples, and on the

vestments of the priests.

Not only have relics of this ancient cult been found throughout Europe,

Asia and Africa, but in North and South America, also. In certain parts of

the world, the male organ is still an object of worship; and an Arab would

feel mortally offended if you refused to believe what he told you, after he had

cast aside his robe and sworn on his triad. The custom is referred to in

the Bible, where Abraham requires that the oath be taken, by placing the hand

under his "thigh". (The word "thigh," like many others used in the Old

Testament, is an euphemism, to avoid a term the translators feared would

shock the reader.

)

Now, let us come back to the time when the pioneer missionaries of Christ

appeared in Rome. Remember, that Peter was never there at all. A careful

perusal of the New Testament and of Peter's own contribution to it, establishes

that fact, beyond a doubt.

It was the dauntless, scholarly, persevering and gentlemanly Paul who

planted the banner of Christianity on the walls of Imperial Rome. It was

Paul, whose labors and whose genius laid the foundations of our religion in

the Gentile world. Peter was incapable of the task—temperamentally and in-

tellectually. "Get thee behind me, Satan!" exclaimed Jesus to the very im-

perfect disciple who was lashed by the very last of the rebukes which his

Master mournfully administered before the Crucifixion.

As stated in a former chapter, the Roman Empire had entered upon its

decline. The old, manly religion of the people was no longer a living principle

in the lives of the Romans. They no longer worshipped the Cardinal Virtues.

The sensuous rites of the East had become domiciled on the. Tiber. Volup-

tuous maidens assisted the priests. "Religion" moved on the powerful in-

clination of Sex. Men had tired of worshipping ideas, abstractions, the
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Unseen. They turned to a «ult which offered them things that they could

see, hear and enjoy. The whole race was being swept into sensuality, and the

burden of its song was, "Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die!"

It was into this world of carnal abandonment that Paul brought the pure,

levelling, self-denying, idealistic creed of Jesus Christ. He who would learn

how absolutely different was the beginning of Christianity, at Rome, from its

present form, as embodied by the Papacy, has but to study inscriptions, which

are yet to be seen in the Catacombs. What Paul planted there, and what

the early converts practised there, was the simple, austere religion of Jesus

Christ. The indubitable evidence remains, written on those underground

rocks.

Bear this enormously important fact in mind:

When Christianity evolved an organized hierarchy, mankind had forsaken

the gods, and had sunk into the wallow of Venus, Isis, Mylitta, and Daphne

worship!

Cut No. 1

These goddesses were called Virgins. Their titles embraced such variations

as "The Mother of the Heavens," the "Queen of the Heavens," the "Virgin

Mother," and "Our Lady."

Let us study some pictures, and see whether they can teach us anything:

First, consider the cut of a Virgin Mary and her son, as pictured by a

Roman Catholic artist of the Middle Ages. (Cut No. 1.)
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Note that Mary is resting on the Crescent Moon, an emblem of virginity.

Note that she obscures, or eclipses the sun, which is behind her. Note the

aureole around her head; and that around the head of her son—who is being

nourished at the right breast. Note that the crown is upon her head. '

Could you ask a more faithful representation of the "Queen of the Heavens?"
If you were trying to depict Isis, or Mylitta, or the Hindoo mother of

Chrishna, could you improve on the work of this medieval Catholic artist?

If I can prove to you that the ancient religions represented their goddesses

in precisely the same way, what will you conclude?

Mind you, the religion of Christ was manly. The religion of the dis-

ciples was manly. The creed planted in Rome by Paul was manly. Paul

himself was, eminently, a man. But you must be very obtuse, if you do not

see the Roman Catholic religion is womanish. God is kept in the background;
the Virgin Mary is kept in the foreground. You hear of Saint Anne oftener

than you hear of God. You hear of the Virgin Mary a thousand times to

where you hear of Christ, once. Is it not so?

Cut No. 2 Cut No. 3

Not only would a stranger, a foreigner—knowing nothing of Christianity,

save what he saw and heard among Roman Catholics—get the impression that

the Virgin Mary is the deity most loved and worshipped; but when he saw the

priest officiating, dressed in woman's clothes, his mind would immediately

revert to the fact that

—

When the ancient priests were performing the rites of a goddess, they

arrayed themselves in feminine attire, out of respect for the feminine deity!

,Cut No. 1 shows you how the Virgin Mary was portrayed, not long after
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the Roman Catholics began to elevate her, on an equality with God. Let us

now sec what manner the Hindus represented their goddess, the alleged Virgin-

mother Chrishna. (See Cul No. 2.)

Compare that picture with the Cut No. 1. and note the resemblance.

The aureole, denoting divinity, is around the heads of the mother and her son.

A.S in the Mary portrait, the child is being nursed. Consult M<»>r'> Hindu

Pantheon, and you will learn that such representations of the Hindu goddess

and her sun were common in India, hundreds nf years before the first picture

of the Virgin Mary was painted.

Examine Cut No. 3. Therein you see lsis and her son, Horus. She wears

the royal regalia on her head. Her child is being nourished at the left breast.

Cut No. 4 Cut No. 5

The celestial virgin of Egyptian mythology is variously portrayed in the

remains of ancient sculptures, wall-paintings and monuments. Consult Ancient

Faiths, Rawlinson's Herodotus, and Rawlinson's The Seven Great Monarchies.

It is perhaps unnecessary for me to add that these delineations of lsis and her

son were in existence thousands of years before Roman Catholic artists began

to p«~^ray the Virgin Mary.

Turn, now, to Cut No. 4. This is another picture of the Hindu "Queen

of the Heavens," and her alleged virgin-born son. She is seated upon a

lioness, emblematic of chastity. The crown is on her head. With her right
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hand she is making a sign of the cross. With his right hand the child is doing

the same thing! (The cross is almost coeval with the human race, antedating

the birth of Christ by thousands of years.)

Cut No. 5 is a picture of a marble statue, found in an Etruscan tomb.

These people inhabited Italy prior to ihe Romans. Their civilization was one

dt the most ancient known to history. Recent archeological research appears

to prove that they were of the primitive Trojan sock. The fact that the statue

was placed in a tomb, would indicate that it was of a religious character. ' If so,

we have here another evidence of the universality of the ancient worship of a

mother and child.

Cut No. 6 shows you the Etruscan cross—older by thousands of years

than any Christian cross.

In Cut No. 7, we have "the sacred four" of Phallic worship. The upper-

part, looking like a lessening loop, represents the feminine vagina: the lower

part is the masculine triad. The priests of this "religion" wore a garment

fashioned after this model. When the head of the priest went through the

A.

Cut No. 6 Cut No. 7 Cut No. 8

yon, (feminine organ) he symbolized the act of coiton which preceeds the

fertilizing of the womb. In the worship of the principle of Reproduction, there

was no indecency in the wearing of this emblem.

But glance at Cut No. 8! There we see a Roman Catholic priest with

his head stuck through the feminine organ, while the masculine triad reposes

peaceful upon his tranquil breast!

Has the Roman priesthood no scholars? Have superstition and oaths

against knowledge, debilitated and darkened their minds? Is there none

among them to point out the absurdity and ludicrousness of their wearing a

garment emblematic of sexual intercourse? And they bachelors too! They ask

us to believe that their red faces and thick lips and heavy jowls and bulgy necks

mean nothing at all: they never think evil and never know the other sex; and yet

they go waddling around in public celebrations, wearing the most obscene

emblem, of the most profligate of pagan religions! Queer, isn't it?

With Cut No. 9, this chapter must end. The loop represents the vulva:

the bars across it signify that it is not to be entered.
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Cut No. 9

It is a symbol of virginity. The priests of the pagan Virgin-mother

goddess used it in the performance of their ceremonial rites.

AN EDITORIAL BY THOS. E. WATSON (Continued)

gentleman friend, actually believes that were it not for Privilege and Protection

she would not get the five dollars.

God in heaven! No wonder that George McDuffie expressed his doubt as

to whether the masses could ever be enlightened. No wonder his prophetic

speech vibrated with an undertone of despair.

Less than one-tenth of the laborers of this country own their homes; yet

they have been Protected for a hundred years.

Less than a quarter million men own practically the entire wealth of the

whole United States; yet Privilege and Protection are not for their benefit.

You go to the millions of the Unprivileged and Unprotected citizens and

you point out to them how they are plundered by being made to pay twice as

much as they should on every article which they buy.

They understand it; they admit the fact; but the corrupt politician has

taught them what to say.

This is the lesson:

"N't-, we pay twice as much as the goods are worth, but it is patriotic and

humane, because we thereby enable millions of American wage-earners to get

big wages."

Fine, isn't it

?

If the man who repeats that little lesson, and believes it, would go into

the districts where Protection is and where the system lias been at work longest,

he will find himself in precisely the place where wages are lowest, where

Capitalists are harshest, where squalor and vice are rankest, and where the

maddened victims of our soulless wage-system are nursing in their hearts the

passions of hell.
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WOULD A GOOD CATHOLIC BE A GOOD PRESIDENT? (Continued)

In the Phillipine Islands, not many years ago, the priests tortured some

captives in the same manner as millions of Protestants were tortured in the

Middle Ages.

In the growth of power in the Catholic church it is to be noticed that the

radical Catholic is crowding out the liberal Catholic. The extremists are in

control, and these extremists have secured the Pope's endorsement to the

doctrine that the Protestant Religion is not better than no religion at all. The
orthodox Catholic doctrine is that Protestantism must be uprooted and cast

out, as a wholly damnable heresy.

What we have stated is truth—plain, unvarnished truth. It seems to us

that these things are deserving of serious attention.

Where a Church claims and exercises the right to exert political influence

it behooves good citizens to study the history of that church and the tendency

of its teachings.

To judge a tree by its fruits is a fair rule. Now that the Catholic church

is likely to take such a controlling part in our national affairs it is well that

we should ask ourselves a few questions.

When and where has the Roman Catholic church accomplished anything

for the masses of the people,—for the sacred cause of freedom of labor, freedom

of thought, of freedom of conscience?

When has it ever failed to side with enthroned tyranny as against Reform

—

from the days of Phillip II. when it burnt one hundred thousand men who
dared to think for themselves, down to the day in 1898, when the Pope's bless-

ing was breathed upon the Spanish flag and his prayers went with the troops

who were to burn Cuban houses and fields, torture and slay Cuban patriots,

insult and outrage Cuban maids and matrons, and make a smoking hell of a

country whose people demanded no more than the Catholics of Ireland de-

manded of Protestant England, and upon far better grounds?

To the very last, the Catholic church stood by the institution of slavery,

and was the last to give up her slaves. To the very last the Catholic church

opposed freedom of conscience and of worship. To the very last it opposed

the separation of church and state. To the very last it opposed the general

education of the masses, and is today the mortal enemy of the Public Schools.

To the very last it opposed self-government by the people, and is today the

staunch defender of the "Divine Right Of Kings."

A very particular reason why the people of this country should be con-

cerned about the startling growth of Catholic power is that the Catholic

Church boasts that it never changes. The good Catholic claims today that

the Pope is infallible and that all the Popes have been true and worthy vice-

regents of Christ.

He claims that the Protestant is a heretic, and he believes that it would
be a mercy to a Protestant to bind him upon a jagged iron wheel and beat

the heresy out of him with a club.

He believes that his priest can pardon sin; and that money liberally spent

in buying prayers can lift the sinner out of hell.

He believes that the wine of the Sacrament is the actual blood of Christ,

and the bread the actual body.

We are all prone to believe that which is constantly said and never denied.

The profound policy of the Catholic Church is to cut off its converts from
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the world, and keep them from hearing, reading or thinking anything which
might encourage doubt.

The Catholic Church desires its converts to have Faith—blind, unreasoning

faith in the priest, faith in the church, and faith in the Catholic statement
of every case.

To reach this result, the Pope dictates the books which shall be read,

what newspapers shall be patronized, and what pictures shall be used.

Pope Pius has just revised his list of forbidden books. He even pro-

hibits the singing of a song which we believe many Catholics dearly love,

"Beautiful Isk- of Somewhere."

Do you know the rules a good Catholic must observe in choosing his

reading matter? Here they are:

1. "All those writings which were prohibited previous to the year 1600,

except where special decrees have since made exceptions, are prohibited."

What books were prohibited previous to the year 1600, and which of those

books have been acquitted of blame during the years since 1600?

2. "All books written by apostates, heretics, schismatics", are forbidden.

Away goes your Milton and your Shakespeare, your Burns and your Byron,

your Cowper and your Wordsworth, your Tennyson and your Scott! They
were all heretics. Must not read Macaulay, nor Hume, nor Gibbon, nor Hallam,
nor Froude, nor Carlyle. They were all heretics.

A good Catholic must not drink the pure delight of Goldsmith's "De-
serted Village", nor must he ever hang enraptured over "The Grecian Urn"
of Keats, nor must his eye ever grow dim as he reads Byron's verses to his

sister. He must never walk the rich fields of Charles Reade and Charles

Dickens—never laugh with Thackeray nor sigh with Hood; never soar with

Shelley, dream with Coleridge, nor view the gems of Walter Savage Landor.

All the golden fruit of genius, choicest apples of literature's Gardens of

the Hesperides, is fruit forbidden to a good Catholic—for when God lit the

lamp of Genius in the minds of these wonderfully gifted heretics and touched

their souls into celestial music, he forgot that the Pope would measure all the

mental universe with the contemptible little tape line of denominational in-

ti iterance.

To a good Catholic all the eloquence, wit, wisdom and patriotism of

American history is a lost land, for the deadly brand of heresy lays upon the

whole of it. Excepting Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, and a baker's dozen

besides, the whole outfit, from Washington, the Episcopalian, to Jefferson, the

infidel, and Thomas Paine the Deist, were rank heretics, deserving to be

burnt.

What sort of intelligence would a good Catholic have if he should obey

the rules which the Pcpe says arc so mildly framed?

What sort of knowledge does any man have when he is forbidden to read

on both sides of the case?

What better schemes could be devised for putting power into the hands

of the priests?

How could a good Catholic ever be anything mentally, but a child, if he

is denied the privilege of reading, thinking, comparing and judging?

But the rules do not stop here. They forbid the good Catholic to read

any book on religion, except those written by Catholics. They forbid good

Catholics to read any edition of the Bible except the Catholic editions. Books
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which criticize the Pope, cardinals, priests, church doctrines and usages,

are forbidden. The amiable Pope does not wish that his people shall be told

a great many things which they ought to know. He wants them to know

nothing beyond what the priests see fit to tell them.

No good Catholic must read ANY book, or other publication, which treats

of religious subjects, without submitting said book or publication, to the

judgment of the priests.

Such rules as these sound strangely out of place in this age of progress

and of research.

If a Creed is sound, why should it fear investigation?

Conscious error could not possibly show more guilty timidity in screening

itself from honest inquiry than the Catholic Church displays in these rules

which command good Catholics to read no books excepting those which

have been inspected, tagged, and branded by the Pope.

Of all the slavery in this world, the most degrading is mental and spiritual

slavery; and we look upon the huge growth of the Catholic church in politics,

as an "ominous fact, because the natural tendency of its creed is to make the

people superstitious, intolerant and priest-ridden.

But while our politicians continue to be cowards, and our Protestant

ministers continue to be dupes, our press continues to be subsidized, Catholic

diplomacy will march onward triumphantly, until the day will come, and at no

far distance, when Protestantism will have to fight for dear life in a land which

its blind devotees believe is dedicated forever to free speech, free thought,

and free worship.

The final step will be a Catholic President.
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I call those who knew Senator Watson to witness that for

long years he met upon the ar litics, the forum of public dis-

ion, and the courthouse, all comers, of all creeds, of all kinds, on

all subjects, and fought them to a finish in every matter of controversy,

and never shirked or dodged or equivocated, or lowered his flag. He
appears to have had no fear. Nothing daunted him. Nothing could

him. Neither the world, the flesh, nor the devil—neither the Arm>
the Navy, or the Government—nothing could swerve him from the

full, and forcible expression of his own convictions.

rail me chief, and ye do w II him chii

long years has met upon the arena every shape of man or beast which

the broad empire of Rome could furnish and who never yet lowered

irrn.


